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I
부엌
Kitchen
1.
문을 열어라
We Open a Portal
문을 열어라
We open a portal
문을 열어라
Open, Open
2.
이리와
Come Together
이리와
Come Together

II
흐르는 물
Running Water
3.
우리는 흘러흘러 어디로 가나
We are water flowing to what end?
우리는 흘러흘러 어디로 가나
We are water flowing to what end?
4.
모이기
Centering
집
House
시간
Time
사슴
Deer
묘지
Cemetary
대륙
Continents
정화
Purification
비
Rain
소화
Digestion
5.
지구가 아니야
It Was Not The Earth
It's over
We're not lines in a plan
Lines in a plan
Veins in a leaf
Lone systems coil
May lie life I hold you

Certain
A certain
A certain desire
A certain certain moment
Like marrow from a bone
Sucked dry by the wind
It was not the earth
It was not the earth
Waiting for veins to grow in trees
And roots to flow with seeds

III
녹색 숲
Green Forest
6.
우리는 무엇의 자국인가요
What are we traces of?
우리는 무엇의 자국인가요
What are we traces of?
모래밭에 말라가는 해파리
Jellyfish drying on the sand
빛을 향해 위로 뻗으며
Reaching towards the light!
Needing the earth
Leaning into
Grounded trees
Grounded, looking up
Grounded runs deep
Looking up
Collecting its courage
Seeking from the earth
Our treasure.
///
I'm oh so strong and oh so weak
I'm oh so strong and oh so weak
A thousand words, a thousand words I keep
I'm oh so strong and oh so weak.
///
Empty,
Broken, broken, like glass
Dead, dead, like the silence
Broken, the lie.
7.
팔방향 의식
Octomantic Ritual
///
Ever so alone
///
Face East
Legs akimbo
Face to the Sun
Slow breath
Clarity

Right hand
Pause
Center!
White light
Head to toe
Below your feet
Left hand
Stretch and cross
Breathe in and hold
Cross your arms
Chest exhale
Circles; concentric
Face East
Legs Akimbo
Face to the Sun!
Slow Breath
Clarity
Right hand
Pause
Center!
White light
Head to toe
Below your feet
Left hand
Stretch and cross
Breathe in and
Hold!

IV
소나무 숲
Pine Forest
8.
우리의 뜻
Our Intention
Our intention was one of transmutation
of the space as stone
into porous space
that allows for gaps
that allows for the entrance of water
We followed the water
this water bubbling up from the gaps in the stone
We allowed the water to enter in, at first unseen
and then to slowly build
into a visible trickle
and then into a great force of running water
We let it guide us
through green forest and pine
to a calm still pool
We allowed it to gather and collect
We let it rise like steam into the air
Thus we followed the spectrum of water in our ritual
Our intention
was to allow for trans-thinking
To queer our space
both in the natural world
as well as in the institutional one
Our intention was to challenge the structures
that create and sustain violence
to subvert the architecture of institutions
that add weight and gravity to those structures
though we acknowledge our contribution to those edifices
And on a personal level
we hope we allow forgiveness for our role in that structure
to find calm
while on a larger level we hope that our offering focuses us
on the life long struggle
to break borders
to transgress binary structures
to subvert top-down approaches
We are always approaching

and never reaching
our height of gnosis.
Here we open a portal
Here we find ourselves lying dry on the sand
Here we find ourselves reaching for the light
Insignificant and significance creatures
Both and all and either and together and both
all at the same time
What can we dream here ?
What can we dream here?
What? What? What do we want to say?
What can we dream here?
9.
깨끗하고 더러운
Clean And Unclean
Clean and unclean
Clean and unclean
Offering
Brushed of all traces
A dark anima weaves illusion
Creature o creature
Wetness on skin
Creature o creature
10.
두가지들
Binaries
성
Sacred
속
Profane
구불구불
Curved
쭉쭉
Straight
손
Hand
눈
Eye
V

목초 밭
Hayfield
11.
우리 여기서 무슨 꿈을 꿀까
What can we dream here?
우리 여기서 무슨 꿈을 꿀까
What can we dream here?
변신하라
Morph!

VI
잔잔한 물
Still Water
12.
눈부셔
Oh So Bright
눈부셔
Oh so bright!

VII
보일러 룸
Boiler Room
13.
동대문
Dong Dae Mun
허물
Shedded skin
피부
Skin
몸
Body
접촉
Contact
배움
Learning
지식
Knowledge
사랑
Love
용기
Courage

VIII
텃밭
Garden
14.
팔각형에서 벗어나자
Depart the Octagon
주황색으로 빛나는 창들의 마을
Villages of orange glowing windows
팔각형에서 벗어나자
Depart from the octagon
우리 안의 물이
The water inside us
새로운 기하학에 이르는 단어로
To the word that touches new geometry
이끌어 줄 거야
Leads us
힘빠진 구름 너머 하늘을 보여줘
Help us see the sky opening beyond exhausted clouds
우리는 죽음으로 태어나지
We are born from death
15.
죽음으로 태어나지
Born From Death
16.
추방
Banishing

